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“Down and Out in Gothmagog” 

Summary and Adaptation for Old School Hack 

By Jeff Rients, from the “Secret Santicore 2011” collection, pages 8-10, adjusted by Andrew Shields. 

 

Summary 

 Characters are hired by Bennudis, lawyer of the Mondaviak Estate, to reunite the rich, dying father (Karistos) 

with his estranged oldest son (Rudolfio) who is missing, last heard from 2 years ago in Gothmagog. 

 Travel to Gothmagog through the Fuhldrak Woods, possibly dealing with cannibals at an inn along the way. 

 Ask around for Rudolfio at the University and his lodgings, the Drowned Rat tavern; survive attack by 

assassins hired by Rudolfio’s younger brother Markos. Find his missing girlfriend’s family at the gypsy barges. 

 Listen to Melastasya (the girlfriend’s younger sister) and go after Rudolfio and Sezarina to Leper Island and 

the hideout of the Chaos Messiah Cult, where Sezarina is a concubine and Rudolfio is a willing cultist. 

 Get back to the Mondaviak Estate and, if Karistos is still alive, get paid—a vineyard the party can split. 

 

Mondaviak Estate 

 Karistos Mondaviak. Dying aristocrat. Skeletal, rattling breath, in lacy bedgarments, huge bed. Age 68. 

o Bennudis, lawyer. Plump, comfortable, looks like Ben Franklin. Age 46. 

 He gives them a portrait sketch of Rudolfio. That will help them ask around. (Age 29.) 

 Rudolfio, eldest son, is estranged. Karistos wants to be reunited with him before he dies. 

 Last seen 2 years ago, student of the University of Gothmagog. 

o Low-class institution, infamous for its astrologers and necromancers, in a 

grubby middle-class sprawl.  

 If they bring Rudolfio back before Karistos dies, Bennudis will add a codicil to the will: each 

character gets a share in a new as-yet-unprofitable vineyard to be split between them. 

o Markos, youngest son. A fastidiously trimmed meatball with greasy glasses and congestion. Age 26. 

 Hires Hu Wang and 6 tough guys to take out the party. 

 Attack when convenient. Hu Wang will not engage; he hangs back and observes. 

o Karistina, slinky daughter. Hair braided and piled high, cleavage plunging low. Age 22. 

 Will throw herself at characters with good skin and promising futures. 

 Anyone caught in the act or acting crassly is beaten by Markos and 1d10+1 friends 

or servants. 

o Hannabella, slinkier second wife. Black hair, pale and tragic, and her clothes are so tight. Age 31. 

 Vuristo, her lover, 4
th

 level Fighter, “We duel at dawn!” sort. Fabio. Poet’s shirts. Age 27. 

 

Journey to Gothmagog 

 Rumors! All players get 1 roll for Gothmagog rumors per Awareness. What their characters already know. 

 The Train. They can take the Selzizzle Line train (2 days), to Northpoint and from there to Gothmagog. 50 

gold per traveler, though. And it goes so far out of the way, it is overall slower. 

Anything they don’t encounter on the way out, they can encounter on the way back, or not. 

 The Woods. They can cut through the Fuhldrak Woods road—about 15 hours walking, 7 hours on horseback. 

o Mad Hermit.
1
 If there is an encounter before the halfway point: A mysterious hermit in rags looms 

over a hind whose heart he cut out and is currently eating. He says something enigmatic about 

“cleansing the befouled palate with healthy animal flesh” and scampers away if threatened or engaged. 

o “Prancing Huntsman.”
2
 An inn, about 8 hours walking or 4 hours by horse either way.  

                                                           
1 From “Random Encounters in a Spooky Dark Forest” by Danny Peck. “Secret Santicore 2011” page 65. 
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 Innkeeper (Sherman) and staff (Wendy, Hook the Cook, Fieara) are cannibals, and a few 

knowing patrons. That’s the meat they serve. The candle tallow is made of human fat. 

 Locals (led by Hungry Belder) pick a fight. Maybe someone tasty will die accidentally. 

 Gustav
3
 is a local performer (foppish young man, red hair and a lute) who needs to get out of 

town as fast as he can; he learned too much (strayed into the woodshed, saw butchered 

corpses) and won’t live out a night. He sings a strangely complicated ballad about poor 

political choices, with many hints about cannibalism disguised in class warfare and the 

wealthy devouring the poor, to an increasingly tense house—afterwards, quietly begs for help. 

o Hanging Tree.
1
 An hour (or 30 minutes) out from the city, a lone hanging tree in a clearing, 8 

desiccated corpses hanging from decrepit ropes. A sign on a post stuffed in the turf nearby reads: 

“Justice’s Last Stop: Next Stop, Gothmagog.” 

 

Gothmagog University 

 Asking around at the University. Charm or Awareness test, every person asking around adds attribute, every 5 is 

one of the points below. Can check once every 12 hours, after 1 hour of asking around. Rolling a 1, kicked out. 

o (5) Rudolfio Mondaviak was well-known; life of the party, compassionate and generous to students 

forced to choose between books and food. 

o (10) Disappeared 6 months ago.  

o (15) Had quarters at the Drowned Rat tavern, riverside. 

 If the characters return here and ask for help, 1d6 students are willing to try to rescue Rodolfio. 

 

Street Preaching 

 Termantha, Prophetess of the Chaos Messiah (half elf Wizard 1). She is preaching about the ultimate 

responsibility of choice and its meaninglessness in a random, chaotic world, and the one who will now show the 

way. Students gawk at her, she really sways her hips when she gets fired up. 

o The Hag watches from the mouth of an alley, with 6 minion cultists ready to help out if needed. 

 This looks like local color, present it like a quasi-random encounter. This way players have some 

foreknowledge of the cult and what they’re getting into when the find out the rest. 

 

Drowned Rat Tavern 

 Clientele: sailors, pirates, smugglers, bounty hunters, dwarves who work at the foundry, prostitutes (50% off 

duty), students (including unlicensed necromancers.) (Mostly minions, the occasional guard.) 

o If there is an elf in the party, the dwarves pick a fight until they get one. 

 Switzer, the bartender, (guard) is an old grouch who will break up dangerous fighting with a flask of Gorgon’s 

Breath (he has 3) and a heavy morningstar. 

o Spellcasting and actual weapons turn a brawl into a real fight; death and/or the Watch follow. 

o Even losing a fight (fairly enough) gains the respect of the patrons, to talk to the characters. 

 Regulars, or Switzer, may talk about Rudolfio. Charm or Awareness test, every person asking around adds 

attribute, every 5 is one of the points below. Can check once every 6 hours, after 1 hour of asking around. 

Rolling a 1, kicked out. 

o (5) Started hanging out with Sezarina, of the barge gypsies, who are allowed to dock because they 

have elven blood (a prerequisite for city aristocracy) and related to ruling clans.  Check the barges. 

o  (10) “Cool guy to drink with.” Often bought rounds for the house.  

o (15) Got political before he disappeared; lefty “Gnome Chompsky” nonsense about class, blaspheming 

about temples.  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
2 From “Rural Inns and Taverns” posted by Jeremy Duncan, 7/28/2011. http://dandy-in-the-underworld.blogspot.com/ 
3 From “Random Performers at the Inn” by Reynaldo. “Secret Santicore 2011” page 60. 

http://dandy-in-the-underworld.blogspot.com/2011/07/whats-dazzling-urbanite-like-you-doing.html
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 If the characters return here and ask for help, 1d6 tavern-goers (minions) are willing to try to rescue Rudolfio. 

 

Failed Investigation 

 If asking around doesn’t work (they don’t succeed at the University, they don’t go to the tavern, they make 

enemies there, etc.) skip to the gypsy barge by having one of the elvish gypsies find out they’re asking around 

about Rudolfio. Macksael, an androgynous gypsy, will contact them and ask them to come to the barge. 

Distraught parents offer to hire them for 10 gold each (they’re poor) to go to the island after their daughter.  

 

Gypsy Barge 

 Easy to find Sezarina’s family. Her parents (Gorgo and Hesaphia) are worried because she is missing. 

(minions) (Age late 40s.) 

o Melastasya, younger sister, (Tumbler 1) knows they fell in with the Chaos Messiah Cult and went to 

the cult’s hideout on Leper Island in the middle of the river. She wants to rescue them. (Age 19.) 

 She and 1d12 kin (minions) can be persuaded to join the expedition, they have boats. 

o They will likely need to spend the night in town at some point; the barge is a great place for that. 

 

Leper Island 

 A kilometer by boat out to the island, which is about 3 kilometers long and ½ a kilometer wide. 20 minute trip. 

 Lepers crawl out and beg for food, or to be killed; starving and miserable. (minions) 

o Good clerics of Urmia used to take care of them, but were driven out of the mission house by the 

Chaos Messiah Cult (and the lepers indicate the location.) 

 The Mission House. One story, one door, windows. Highest point on the island, near the center. 

o Chaos Messiah. Looks like Pinhead, chaos tattoo on his chest, inky black eyes reflect a pitiless void. 

 When he takes 2 wounds, he bursts out of his skin. Puss, blood, protoplasmic acidic horror. 

 Personal harem of 6 young women in brass bikinis. One is an elvish gypsy— 

 Sezarina! She doesn’t like it here. She’ll go for a dagger and attack a leader ASAP. 

o Termantha. Sexy Prophetess of the Chaos Messiah, half-elven wizard, blonde and shrill. 

o The Hag. Poxy-faced old woman with a Flail of Rotting, hooded and bundled, stinks. 

 Directs 20 maniacal cultist minions with wavy daggers and cheesy tattoos. 

 Rudolfio! Piercings, chains, tattoos, and a Mohawk; seduced by Termantha. 

o Only recognize him Awareness difficulty 9. 

o Treasure is Termantha’s spellbook, a golden statue of the Messiah (300 gold), 1 bottle (6 doses) Black 

Wine; gives the drinker nightmares of horrors beyond the stars (60 gold). 

 

Mondaviak Estate Round Two 

 50% chance Karistos is dead by the time they return. 

o If alive, they inherit a vineyard; loses 1-6 x100 gold a year for 1-4 years, then makes 1d12-2 x1,000 a 

year. Split shares among characters. 

 All those who visited Leper Island have a 5% chance of contracting leprosy.  
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Possible Combatants–Stats May Be Handy 

 

Vuristo. Fighter 4. 7 Wounds, 8 AC. Prefers heavy weapon. Looks like Fabio. He will fight anyone who messes 

around with Hannabella, Karistos’s second wife. 

 Armor of Scars (Fighter), Heft (Fighter), Ha HA! [arena] (Swashbuckler), Enough! [rested] (Musketeer) 

 

Hu Wang. Wizard 2. 5 Wounds, 10 AC. Shuriken (range), chain (reach). (Fu Manchu, black leather armor.) He 

hangs back as his 6 Wang Warriors try to kill the party, only attacking if credibly threatened. 

 Cobrabolt. Rested. Focus action. A cobra gushes from your fingertip, striking at someone in the same arena 

then squirming away. Strikes as a light weapon; if the cobra hits, the target must test Brawn difficulty 9 or die. 

Even if successful, the target takes 2 wounds. 

 Flashbang Exit [arena] (Ninja). 

 

Wang Warriors. Guards. AC 8.  

 4 have glaives (reach) and 2 have shortbows. 

 

City Guards. Minion, 12 AC, reach weapon or range weapon (halberd or shortbow). Packs of 4 or 8. 

 

Chaos Messiah, Humanoid. Cleric, 1. 2 Wounds, 8 AC. Mace (heavy). Pins nailed into face and shaved head, 

massive chaos tattoo on his bare glistening torso, inky black eyes reflecting an inhuman, pitiless void. 

 Inspire the Faithful [rested] (Cleric). When he takes 2 wounds, he becomes monstrous (see next profile.) 

 

Chaos Messiah, Monstrous. Monster. 5 Wounds, 12 AC. His flesh rips off, he becomes a protoplasmic thing of 

puss and blood, gurgling and blasphemous. 

 Shapeless [constant] He ignores 1 damage from physical and magical attacks. 

 Acid Attack [constant] AP 1. He inflicts +1 wound with each hit, or destroys 2 AC, or 1 weapon. 

 

The Hag. Cleric, Dufell, 3. 5 Wounds, 8 AC. Murderknives (light). Half-goblin. Stinky crusted burlap robes, hood. 

 Dark Kin [constant] (Dufell), Passage [rested] (Dufell), Empowerment [rested] (Cleric).  

 Flail of Rotting. Reach. Does 1d5 wounds to living meat with each hit—flesh rots away from the clotted chains. 

 

Termantha. Wizard 2. 5 Wounds, 8 AC. Elfblade (light). Half-elven. Brightly colored silks, blonde, narrow, hawt. 

 Arcane Protection, [rested] (Wizard) Mystic Attack [arena] (Wizard). Has spellbook, 5 base talents-400 gold. 

 

Crazed Cultists. Minions, 8 AC. Curvy blades, cheesy chaos tattoos. Tend to yell slogans. 

 

Melastasya. Tumbler 1. 5 Wounds, 8 AC. Elfblade (light), throwing knives (light/ranged). Age 19. Subtle silks, tan 

skin, colorless hair, green eyes, a trim athletic figure. Wears a medallion of St. Mildaria, elven saint of Saegrak. 

 “Hey Rube!” [rested] (Tumbler). 

 

Gorgon’s Breath. Throw as a ranged attack. The clay flask with a bull face on it, fist sized, smashes on the target 

and turns it to stone. If it hits armor and/or a shield (they don’t add to the AC against the throw), each 2 AC or 1 size 

of shield provides +1 on a 1d10 roll; roll over 8 and your gear is turned to stone instead of you. Magic items count 

as +1. If allies of those petrified pay 400 gold, the alchemist college will re-flesh the victim in 1d3 days. 
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Rumors about Gothmagog 

(Players roll 2d10 once for each Awareness.) 

 

2. Don’t drink the river water or swim in the river. It’s highly polluted from the iron foundries. 

3. Anyone under 4’ tall is legally considered a minor in Gothmagog. The rest of the party will be liable for any 

misdeeds short characters perform. 

4. Platemail and anything bigger than a sword may not be carried or displayed inside the city walls. 

5. The city walls encircle only a tiny portion of the city. In the event of an invasion the general populace of 

Gothmagog is pretty well screwed. 

6. Don’t buy meat-on-a-stick from street vendors unless you enjoy the taste of horse-kabobs. 

7. The legendary protector of the city is the haunted skull of a titan, slain in ancient times, that is said to rest at the 

bottom of the river. 

8. Half the prostitutes in the city are men in drag. 

9. Alchemy is big business in Gothmagog, with seven competing schools centered on the University. Most of the 

potion shops in the realm buy from here. Rich parties may be able to buy healing potions in bulk. 

10. Necromancy is technically illegal, but annual licenses can be obtained for 500gp each at city hall. Note the legal 

system leaves the definition of “necromancy” to individual judges. 

11. The five mercantile houses that run the city are all half-elves. They stay half-elven by intermarrying a lot, but 

elvish and half-elvish visitors might find themselves the subject of strange intrigues. (E.g. A particular noble 

wants to marry a human girl, but will only be allowed to do so if his older sister marries an elf. But she’s 

already married, so he hires the PCs to kill that dude, then tries to arrange a marriage between the elf and sis.) 

12. The fourteen churches on Temple Lane normally get along fine, except during the Festival Honoring All Gods, 

when they inevitably brawl over who gets what place in the parade line. 

13. A crazy new apocalyptic religious cult has sprung up in the city, based around some guy calling himself the 

Chaos Messiah. 

14. A certain coven of witches in the city makes Rune Cheeses. You consume them to activate the spell they 

contain, just like a potion, but you must be a spellcaster (arcane or divine) to activate them. The spells available 

in cheese form come from the “Unknown God(s)” list. 

15. Bear-baiting is a popular spectator sport in the city. Adventurers bringing in live captured beasts that can also be 

tied to stakes and tormented can earn top dollars. 

16. “Bree-yark!” heard overhead is local parlance for “I’m about to empty my chamber pot into the street!” 

17. Officers of the town guard carry flasks of Gorgon’s-Breath to deal with sorcerers, mutants and such. The 

petrified remains of such riff-raff are displayed in the plaza in front of the city jail. 

18. The city has an elaborate sewer system, but it was built two centuries ago with no improvements since despite a 

population boom. Raw sewage backs up into several pools known locally as “The Charming Lakes”. Many 

murder victims end up dumped in them. 

19. About a quarter of the main part of the city (i.e. outside the walls) burned down five years. The dwarves 

working in the iron foundries were blamed by much of the populace and anti-dwarf sentiment remains pretty 

high among the unsophisticated. 

20. Recent rumors indicate that the port has been shut down because of two ships inbound carrying plague-rats. 

 

Random Gothmagog Encounters 

 

1. Wizard War. A wizard (1d3 level) challenges the party wizard to a spell/counterspell competition, either over 

an insult, or winner takes loser’s spellbooks. The spellcaster also has 3d3 neckless bodyguard minions. 

2. Toga Party! The characters are swept up in a wild debauched party already in progress, inevitably leading to a 

clash with 1d3 squads of 4 guardsmen each. 

3. Pile-Up. Street blocked. A bunch of wagons are snarled up in a major intersection and general mayhem could 

break out at any moment. The cause of the situation is two different medical professors trying to get out of the 

city by two different routes. It seems they have both possess substantive reports of plague in the city and are 

trying to escape with all their worldly goods before a general panic erupts. 


